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ABSTRACT

This letter makes explicit a structural connection between the Bayes optimal classifier

operating on K binary input variables and corresponding two-layer perceptron having

normalized output activities and couplings from input to output units of all orders up

to K. Given a large and unbiased training set and an effective learning algorithm, such

a neural network should be able to learn the statistics of the classification problem and

match the a posteriori probabilities given by the Bayes optimal classifier.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this letter is to establish a structural relationship between feedforward

neural networks of a certain type and Bayes' rule of inference. The seed of the connection

was already present in the original book of Minsky and Papert [1] (see also [2]) and a similar

observation was made recently by Stolorz et al. [3]. Among other contemporary works

exploring interesting relations and comparisons between neural networks and Bayesian

statistics [4-15], those of Ruck et al. [8] and Wan [9] are most relevant to our considerations.

These authors show that conventional neural-network techniques yield architecture-limited

approximations to the a posteriori probabilities of Bayes optimal classifiers. Here we shall

examine the structure of the output generated by a two-layer perceptron that involves (i)

normalized, soft-max output squashing functions and (ii) arbitrary higher-order couplings

to each output unit from the inputs, along with the standard binary weights and biases. For

finite input and output spaces, it will be demonstrated that this finite neural architecture is

sufficiently general to capture the statistical correlations inherent in the Bayes prescription.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the problem of classifying patterns x = (XI,...,XK) of finite length K into

classes a = 1, ..., L. The analysis will be restricted to the case that the pattern vectors are

bit strings, i.e. xk £ {0,1} for k = 1, ...,K.

Definition. A Higher-Order Probabilistic Perceptron (HOPP) is a two-layer feedforward

neural network characterized as follows.

0 The input layer consists of K units (labeled k = 1,..., A') whose activities XI,...,XK

register the components of a given pattern vector x.

<£> The output layer contains L units (labeled a = 1,..., L in 1-1 correspondence with the

pattern classes) whose activities y\{x),..., J/L(X) are to be computed from

where ua is the net stimulus to the output unit a from the units of the input layer.

With the "soft-max" squashing function (1), the output activities ya(x) constitute a

probability distribution over outcomes a - they lie on the interval [0, 1] and sum to



unity. (This choice of squashing function has been employed by a number of authors

(see e.g. [3,9,16]).)

Each output unit a receives synaptic couplings wa}k1,.,km of all orders from m = 0 to

m = K (the m — 0 case representing a bias); accordingly, the stimulus ua appearing

in (1) assumes the form

K

Ua(x) = Wafi

t=l i<j j

+ \-Waii2-KXlX2-- -XK . ( 2 )

The indices i, j , and A; are summed over the range 1,...,K subject to the indicated

restrictions. (Note: a given coupling wa^ki...km does not come into effect unless all of

the presynaptic neurons kx...km are "on".)

3. THE BAYES CONNECTION

Theorem. With a suitable choice of its synaptic couplings wQik1...km °f &U orders from

m = 0 to m = K, a Higher-Order Probabilistic Perceptron (HOPP) can reproduce the

a posteriori probabilities provided by the Bayes optimal classifier. The minimum mis-

classification error is then achieved by imposing a winner-take-all decision at the output

layer.

The validity of this theorem rests on (i) the statement of Bayes' rule of inference, (ii) a

product decomposition of the state-conditional probabilities entering Bayes' rule, and (iii)

the simple act of identifying the output activities ya(x) of the HOPP with the Bayes a

posteriori probabilities p(a\x) that pattern x belongs to class a.

' Rule of Inference. The a posteriori probability that the correct category is a when

the pattern is known to be x is given by

in terms of the state-conditional probability p(x\a) that the pattern is x when the category

is known to be a and the a priori probability P(a) of finding a. The denominator p(x) =

^3 p(x|^)P(/i) guarantees that J2aP(a\x) = ^ a s required for a probability distribution

over disjoint and exhaustive outcomes.



Proposition: Take A' = 3 for simplicity of expression. It is proposed that the state-

conditional probability admits a product decomposition of the form

p(x\a) = pi{xi\a)p1(x2la)p1(x3\Q)p2(x1X2\a)p2(x2Xz\a)p2(x1X3\a)p3(x1x2xz\a) , (4)

where all factors are positive semi-definite and together preserve 0 < p(x\a) < 1. This form

has an obvious generalization to arbitrary integral K via the introduction of four-variable

up to /^-variable factors.

In practice such a decomposition (for arbitrary integral A') may be regarded as an

identity. Its utility then rests on the convergence of successive approximants M = 1,2,...

in which higher factors pm>M{x\--*Xm\&) are set equal to unity, or more generally on the

possibility of accurate representation of p(x\a) by a relatively small number of factors in

the general product. If all factors except the first three in Eq. (4) are approximated by

unity, one has the familiar hypothesis [1] that all input components are independent. The

independence hypothesis, which defines the naive Bayes classifier, is often made in con-

necting feedforward neural nets with Bayesian inference [2,3], The product decomposition

of the a posterior probability p(x\a) has a striking counterpart in quantum many-body

physics, where the ground state of a collection of indistinguishable bosons is given a Feen-

berg product representation [17] in terms of one-body, two-body, three-body, ... factors

reflecting the structure of the mean field and the interparticle correlations.

It will be helpful to adopt a special notation for the values taken by the p factors in

(4):

i = 0|a) = p | , Q ,

= 1,X2 = l|o) = pl2,a 1 P2{xi =0,X2 = l\a) =

= l,x2 = 0|a) = /?i2,a , p2(zi = 0,x2 = 0|a) =

and similarly for higher-order factors, e.g.,

ps(x1 = l , x 2 = 0, x 3 = l\a) = pu3,a , p ^ i ~0,x2 = l,x3 =0\a) =

Then we may, for example, express p^(xiX2X3 \a) as

a r i ( l E 3 ) ( l x 3 ) ( 1 1 ) 2 ( 8 ) ( 1

^123, a Pl23,a ^123, a

(l-Xi

* ^123,a



Identification. The crucial step in forging the stated connection between neural networks

and Bayes inference is to identify the Bayes a posteriori probability for each class a with

the activity ya of the neural-network output unit assigned to that class:

We make the further identification

uQ(z) = log[p(x ja)P(a)] = logp(x|a) + log P(a) (6)

and calculate logp(x|a) from the product expansion (4):

logp(z|a) = logpl(xi\a) + log p1(x2\a) + logp1(x3\a)

+ logp2(xix2\a) + \ogp2(x2x3\a) + Iogp2(xix3 |<*)

+ logp3(xlx2x3\a) , (7)

After some routine algebra, the result for ua can be cast in the advertized form

(2) specific to K = 3, thus consisting of a bias of output unit a plus binary, ternary, and

quaternary stimuli to unit a from the units of the input layer (i.e., feedforward couplings of

orders 0, 1,2, and 3). Extension of the Bayes connection to arbitrary K is a straightforward

exercise.

3. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS

The explicit expressions for the biases wa$ and couplings iwOi;, ttfQ,;j, watijk, etc. are

rather complicated, indeed being indicative of a combinatorial explosion for growing K.

However, a very interesting feature emerges: the bias or interaction wa^1i2..im of order

m = 0,1, 2, • • K contains a contribution from every order q in the product expansion with

m < 9 <• K-, i-e-> from all the pq{-\a) factors having q in the indicated range. This feature

is reflected in the expansions

wa,0 = log P{a)
K K

g = l q=l

E^!> ^ ^, .^-E^U etc-
q=2 j=3



Complete to order q = 3 in the product expansion of p(x\a), we find

K

J = l

(2)

(2) T /Pij,aP~ij,a\ (3) V ^ l {Pijk,aP~i]k,

'ij,arij,a ' k Pijk,aPijk,a'

(9)
'ijk,aPijklaPijk,afJijk,a '

These formulas entail the use of definitions of the kind

P1? 1 ^ PT9 I Pi.'? —~ POI i Pi T ~" PTi i Pi91 " " Pit7 i PXI'K ~~~ P*)W i etC,

and the convention that any p___ with coincident indices (ignoring bar tags) vanishes. Ba-

sically, we can swap two indices on a p.. without disturbing the association of bars with

indices, and obtain another name for the same quantity that is more convenient for ex-

pressing the results of the analysis. In deriving the above formulas we have not made

specific use of the property that p2{x\ %2 \a) should not be decomposable into a product of

two independent one-input factors, and other similar restrictions.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We conclude with a brief exploration of some of the implications of our results.

(a) The result (8) reflecting higher-order contributions to lower-order couplings has a po-

tentially important implication for comparisons of feedforward neural networks and

naive Bayesian classifiers. Structurally, the naive Bayes classifier, predicated on the

independence hypothesis, is equivalent to the Elementary Perceptron [1], which has

only input and output layers and output units with only thresholds and binary in-

coming connections. Yet the latter system may actually be superior in practice when

• * * • * * • <



trained on the real - correlated - data. The point is that the trained thresholds and

binary interactions will in general include some effects of the higher-order correlations,

i.e., they will incorporate some contributions from the factors pi, /93, ... PK in the

product expansion of the state-conditional probability. (This feature is also present

in the analogous scheme of Stolorz et al. [3] based on the Bahadur expansion.)

(b) Speaking for the general case where there are higher-order couplings, we envision the

following operation of the two-layer HOPP as an inference machine: in a training

phase, the HOPP learns the statistics of the problem, which determine its weight

parameters; in the computational phase, it effectively applies Bayes' rule (3).

(c) The couplings and biases of the HOPP may be determined by a training scheme

that minimizes a suitable objective function over the training set. Reasonable choices

of objective function include the Kullback-Leibler distance [18] or simply the mean-

square error (ieast-mean-square-error (LMSE) criterion). The advantages of various

cost functions have been reviewed by Richard and Lippmann [10]. In particular, Ruck

et al. [8] have proven (see also [9]) that in the limit of an infinite, unbiased learning set

the LMSE criterion minimizes not only the mean-square deviation of output activities

from their targets (over output units and patterns), but also minimizes a mean-square-

error measure of the departure from the Bayes optimal discriminant function. In the

context of the HOPP, the implied approximation to the Bayes ideal can in principle

be arbitrarily good, since the theorem stated above shows that the assumed higher-

order couplings furnish sufficient structural complexity to reproduce the Bayes recipe.

However, one should be aware of a number of practical complications (as well as the

caveats aired by Barnard [13]):

(i) It is not clear how one can actually attain the global minimum of the LMSE

objective function if there are many local minima of the error surface.

(ii) The requirement of an infinite, unbiased training sample is a strong one, and the

quantitative consequences of deviations from this ideal need to be investigated.

(iii) The LMSE criterion for deviation from the Bayes optimal discriminant function,

which for the two-class problem takes the form [8]

Min: €2{w) = [ [F(x;w)-go(x)]2p{x)dx (10)
Jx

with go(x) = p(a = l|z) — p(a = 2\x) for the Bayes discriminant, may not be



sufficiently incisive, since the squared error is weighted with p(x), the probabil-

ity density of the input vector. The output F of the perceptron (which, in the

formulation of Ref. [8], is trained to produce +1 when the class of a: is 1 and —1

when the class is 2) will most closely approximate the Bayes optimal discriminant

where p(x) is large. Yet if the aim is to minimize the probability of misclassifica-

tion, the fit should be best where g0 = 0 (two-class problem) or ga — gp (general

case). As demonstrated by Ruck et al., these conditions do not generally occur

where p(x) is large.
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